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Ph.D. Programme - registration to scholars under retired faculty- Syndicate resolution implemented - Orders

issued.

No.Acad E3/1 35 1 | /Gen/2014 Dated, Civil Station 05-0s-2015

l. Revised guidelines for granting research guideship

2. Syndicate Resolution on item no.2012364 dated, 12'06-2412
3. Minutes of the meeting of the Research Council held on 17-iA'2012.
4. Request received from a candidate joined for coursework 2014-15 in English

5. Syndicate resolution on item no.2015.067 dated 28-03-2015.
ORDER

l. As per clause (10) of the reference read (t) above, "Retearch Guides of the University may

continue the supervision of the existing scholars even after retirement". 
.

Z. As per the references read (2) and (3) above, in exceptiond casei and in the case of eminent

scholars, retired faculty shall be allowed to continue to guide research scholars for PhD programme.

3. Vide the reference read as (4) above, a Ft n aspirant in Engl;sh who had joined for coursework

2A14-LS had sought confirmation of the research guideship of Dr. C Kannan, a retired faculty, to supervise her

research activities.
4. As per the reference read (5) above, the Syndicate has resolved to permit retired faculty for

research guidance, on case to case basis from the next admission onwards sutiect to the stipulations fumished

as (i) and (ii)
t) The guide should be a scholar of proven and undispute{ eminence.

ii) In the case ofsubjects where research guides are rarely available or scarce, retired faculty

may be allowed to guide the candidates.

5. Considdring the matter in detail, the Vice chancellor has accbrtled sanction to implement the

Syndicate resolution. Therefore the following orders me issued.
From the coursework admission 2015-16 onwards researt:h guidance to
under retired faculty is permitted on case to case basis if
i. The guide should be a scholar of proven and undisputud eminence.
ii. In the subjects where research guides are rarely avaik'ble or scarce.

6. Orders are issued accordinglY.
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